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SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar 

 

grammar 

All utterances have syntax and paradigms {grammar}|. Grammar includes syntax and inflexion. Language 

knowledge is a finite system of rules operating on fundamental elements, which interact to determine an infinite 

number of expressions, with phonetic forms, meanings, and structural properties. 
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relations 

Grammar is about linguistic-unit relations, not meaning. Grammar expresses location, direction, time, number, 

familiarity, possibility, contingency, possession, agency, purpose, necessity, obligation, and existence or non-existence. 

relations: space concepts 

All grammars indicate spatial location and motion. Sentence linguistic-unit relations reflect physical object and event 

relations in space and time. Physical relations reflect required grammar type: linear/regular or unrestricted, contracting 

or non-contracting, and context-sensitive or context-free. Complex concepts use spatial-location and motion concepts. 

relations: time concepts 

Space and time have similar representations. 

innate 

Many fundamental grammar properties are innate, but people have different language elements and mental 

representations. 

grammatical sense 

People sense {grammatical sense} that word strings are grammatical. Grammatical sense depends on words fitting 

into familiar connection frameworks. 

repetition 

People tend to use same word relationships. 

context 

Contexts are unit relations. Context can be syntax rules about relations between grammar units. Context can be 

contrast rules about which linguistic units can replace grammar units. For constant number of linguistic units, number 

of relations is inversely proportional to number of paradigms. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Units 

 

linguistic unit 

Languages have units {linguistic unit} at different levels: phonemes, words, phrases, and sentences. For both hearing 

and speaking, people use words, not morphemes, as language units. 

 

lexical concept 

Basic language units are finite concepts {lexical concept}, such as subjects, verbs, objects, prepositions, adjectives, 

and adverbs. Words replace lexical concepts. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection 

 

inflection 

Grammar includes word-phoneme relations {inflexion} {inflection}|. Inflection is also about sound stresses. 

 

syllable 

English has 1000 to 2000 phoneme combinations {syllable}|. Syllables {closed syllable} {blocked syllable} 

{checked syllable} can end in consonants. Syllables {open syllable} can end in vowels. 

 

accidence in grammar 

Inflection can show case, tense, and number {accidence}|. 

 

reduplication in grammar 

Sound repetition {reduplication} is for tense in Greek and for plurals in Malay. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Morpheme 

 

morpheme 

Words have phonological units {morpheme}|, such as word roots, prefixes, suffixes, infixes, and qualities. 

Morphemes are not separate and independent but have sequences. Phonological units can have preferred order or no 

order. Succeeding-morpheme probability depends on preceding morphemes. People recognize morphemes only in 

context, because preceding and succeeding morphemes indicate current morpheme through associations and sound 

cues. 
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form in grammar 

Morphemes can be alone {free form} {form, grammar}. Free morphemes can be in complex forms {underlying 

form}. Morphemes attached to words can have only one meaning {bound form}. 

 

morphology in grammar 

Rules can combine morphemes {morphology, grammar}|. Morphological rules can indicate case, tense, and number 

{inflectional morphology} or make new words {derivational morphology}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Root 

 

root in grammar 

Word parts {root, word}| hold main meaning. 

 

stem in grammar 

Roots {stem, word}| can add thematic suffixes. 

 

base in grammar 

Roots or stems {base, word} can add inflectional endings. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Root>Sound 

 

determinative sound 

Sounds {determinative sound} added to roots can specify word aspects. 

 

formative sound 

Sounds {formative, grammar} added to roots can change meanings or derive new words. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Affix 

 

affix noun 

Words can add sounds {affix, word}|. 

 

infix 

Formatives {infix}| can be within words. 

 

prefix 

Modifiers {prefix, affix}| can be before words. 

 

suffix 

Modifiers {suffix}| can be after words. 

 

thematic suffix 

Stem roots can add suffixes {thematic suffix}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Regular 

 

regular verb 

Words can follow usual noun declension {regular noun} or verb conjugation {regular verb}. 

 

heteroclite 

Words {heteroclite} can have irregular declension or conjugation. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Vowel 

 

vowel change 
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Vowels change over time {vowel change}. Internal vowels can change qualitatively, change duration, or mute, to 

change meaning {vowel gradation}. Vowels in next syllables can cause internal-vowel changes {vowel mutation}. 

Nearby sounds can make vowels become diphthongs {vowel fracture}. 

 

ablaut 

Similar words that vary in accent can then vary at vowel {ablaut}, such as irregular verb tenses. 

 

syneresis 

Two vowel sounds can fuse into one sound {syneresis}. 

 

yodization 

Pure vowels, such as "i" and "e", can change to semivowels {yodization}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Vowel>Strength 

 

strong word 

Internal vowel changes can show verb past tense or noun plurals or oblique case {strong word}. 

 

weak word 

Rather than internal vowel changes, suffixes can show verb past tense or noun plurals or oblique case {weak word}, 

as in Germanic languages. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Inflection>Paradigm 

 

contrast in grammar 

Spoken language is a phoneme series. Phonemes are not separate and independent sounds but have specific sound 

sequences. Phonemes have contexts. Contexts determine possible phoneme substitutions {contrast, grammar} 

{paradigm, grammar}, which have different probabilities or strengths. Substitutions can change next-phoneme 

contexts. All utterances have paradigms. Words and spoken language have morpheme series, which have paradigms. 

People first learn frequently used grammar contrasts, which resist change most. 

 

marked in grammar 

In context paradigms, linguistic units can be more distinct {marked, grammar} {positive, grammar} or more general 

{unmarked, grammar} {neutral, grammar}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax 

 

syntax 

Sentence forms {syntax}| {syntagmatic} relate linguistic units. Syntax relations reflect relations in world and mind. 

Languages use syntax forms: linear/regular or unrestricted, contracting or non-contracting, and context-sensitive or 

context-free. All utterances have syntax. 

roles 

Sentences have nested or embedded phrases. Phrases have roles or sentence slots {phrase structure} {argument 

structure}. Roles include subject, verb, object, agent, theme, goal, source, instrument, beneficiary, time, and place. 

Syntax uses lexical categories, such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, prepositions, and adverbs. Syntax uses phrasal 

categories, such as noun phrases, verb phrases, prepositional phrases, and sentences. 

phonology 

Syntactic structure substitutes words for lexical concepts to make phonological structure. 

 

idiom 

Expressions {idiom}| {idiomatic} can have special meaning. 

 

interjection 

Words {interjection}| can be placeholder words, surprise words, or emphasized words: ah, hey, oh, no, say, well, and 

wow. Some languages do not have interjections. 
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lexicon 

Syntactic structure relates to phonological structure through language words {lexicon}|. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Sentence 

 

sentence in grammar 

Sentences {sentence, grammar}| have positions. Sentence positions can have required order {linear sentence}. 

 

parts of speech 

Nouns are words for objects. Verbs are words for actions. Adjectives are words for attributes {parts of speech}|. 

 

grammatical category 

Subjects, verbs, objects, modifiers, and other speech parts {grammatical category} fill sentence positions. 

 

conjunction in sentences 

Words {conjunction, grammar}|, such as "and" and "or", can denote connections between two words or clauses. 

Conjunctions {coordinating conjunction} can connect same-type words: and, but, for, not, or, so, yet. Conjunction pairs 

{correlative conjunction} can connect same-type words: both/and, either/or, neither/nor, not only/but also, and 

whether/or. Conjunctions {subordinating conjunction} can connect subordinate clauses: after, as, as well as, because, if, 

in order that, provided, since, so, so that, than, that, though, unless, when, why. Some languages do not have 

conjunctions. 

 

phrase of sentence 

Words {phrase, sentence} can substitute for speech parts. 

 

clause 

Subsentences {clause} can substitute for speech parts. Clauses {subordinate clause} can depend on other clauses. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Sentence>Preposition 

 

preposition 

Words {preposition}| can denote sentence word relations. There are 80 to 100 prepositions. Some languages do not 

have prepositions. Phrases {prepositional phrase} can be about other sentence words {object, preposition}. 

space 

Prepositions can be about spatial location: on, in, near, at, and above. Prepositions can refer to object axis above or 

below vertical axis, distance from axis, or direction from axis. Prepositions can describe object motions related to 

location descriptions, such as motion paths and where paths begin and end. 

shape 

No prepositions require knowledge of figure shapes. 

object 

No prepositions require knowledge of reference objects, except axis, or figure parts. Spatial configurations can be 

non-stereotypical or ambiguous. 

time 

Prepositions can be about time. 

possession 

Prepositions can be about possession. 

grammar 

Prepositions can be grammatical markers. 

 

postposition 

Preposition-like words {postposition} can be after verbs. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Adjective 

 

adjective 

Words {adjective}| can modify nouns. 
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adjective order 

In English, selector, determiner, order, number, size/shape/color, and classifier precede noun {adjective order}. 

 

predicate adjective 

Adjective phrases {predicate adjective} can pair with copulas. With no copula, phrases are predicates. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Adjective>Article 

 

article 

Adjectives {article}| can specify nouns. Some languages do not have articles. 

 

definite article 

Articles {definite article} can be "the". 

 

demonstrative article 

Articles {demonstrative article} can be "this", "that", "these", and "those". 

 

determiner of noun 

Articles, pre-articles, and post-articles {determiner} determine nouns. 

 

indefinite article 

Articles {indefinite article} can be "a" or "an". 

 

partitive article 

Articles {partitive, article} can be "some". 

 

prearticle 

Words {prearticle} can be similar to articles but not as specific: some, many, several, much, most, all, each, both, 

and every. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Adjective>Degree 

 

degree in syntax 

Degree {degree, grammar}| can be superlative or comparative degree. 

 

comparative degree 

Between two, one is better {comparative degree}|. 

 

superlative degree 

Among choices, one is best {superlative degree}|. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Adverb 

 

adverb 

Words {adverb}| can modify verbs, adjectives, or adverbs. 

 

conjunctive adverb 

Adverbs {conjunctive adverb} can introduce clauses: accordingly, furthermore, however, moreover, therefore. 

 

qualifier 

Adverbs {qualifier}| can modify adjectives qualitatively: very, bit, rather, and somewhat,. 

 

quantifier 

Adverbs {quantifier, grammar}| can modify adjectives quantitatively. 
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SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun 

 

noun 

Words {noun}| can refer to persons, ideas, places, or things. Nouns can be about sensed things {concrete noun} or 

about ideal things {abstract noun}. 

 

apposition 

After noun phrases, noun phrases {apposition}| {appositive} with similar meaning can be between commas. 

 

nominal sentence 

Nouns can be main sentence parts {nominal sentence}. 

 

noun complement 

Nouns {noun complement} {complement, noun} can complete verbs. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun>Case 

 

case of noun 

Nouns have sentence uses {case, noun}|. 

grammar 

Nouns can be subjects {subjective case}. Nouns can be direct objects {objective case}. Nouns can show possession 

{possessive case}. Nouns can be indirect objects {nominative case}. Nouns can be adjectives {adnominal case}. Nouns 

can be objects used {instrumental case}. Nouns can be help to, or cause of, actions {agentive case}. Nouns can be 

accompaniments {comitative case}. Nouns can be hypothetical or conditional {subjunctive case}. 

meaning 

Besides these grammatical functions, nouns can indicate space and time relations, prepositional object, person 

addressed, or place {locative case}. Nouns can be separate from rest of sentence {absolute case}. Nouns can be for 

becoming or transforming into something {factive case}. Nouns can name uninflected word form {common case}. 

types 

Cases can be nominative case, vocative case, and all other cases {oblique case}. 

 

substantive noun 

Nouns {substantive noun} can be adjectives. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun>Kinds 

 

common noun 

Nouns {common noun}| can be about classes or general things. Common nouns are not proper nouns and are not 

pronouns. 

 

proper noun 

Nouns {proper noun}| can be about particular thing or specific, named things. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun>Verbal 

 

gerund 

Verbs {gerund}| can be in noun form, as continuing actions, and can govern case. Verbals {gerundive} {verbal 

adjective} can be adjectives, typically after direct objects. Only Indo-European languages have gerunds. 

 

participle 

Verbs can be in noun form {participle}|, as completed actions. 

 

supine noun 

Verbal nouns {supine noun} can have unusual inflection. 

 

verbal noun 
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Verbs {verbal, grammar}| can be nouns or adjectives, such as in infinitives, participles, gerunds, gerundives, and 

supines. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun>Gender 

 

gender in syntax 

Nouns can be male, female, or neutral {gender}|. Russian, Greek, Latin, and German use three genders. Languages 

can use two genders, male and female. Swahili uses six genders. Gender refers to social roles and other meanings 

besides biology. Some languages do not use gender. 

 

natural gender system 

In gender systems {natural gender system}, animate objects can be actual gender, and inanimate objects can be 

neuter. 

 

epicene 

Nouns {epicene} can be for male or female gender. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun>Number 

 

number of noun 

Nouns are singular or plural {number, grammar}. The idea of counting is in all languages. Chinese and Vietnamese 

do not use noun number categories but denote number by classifier words. Classical Greek, Sanskrit, and some 

Slavonic languages use number 2 {dual number}, as well as singular and plural. Fijian uses number 3 {trial number}. 

 

auxiliary numeral 

If used with cardinal numbers, numerals can indicate classes {auxiliary numeral}, as in Japanese. 

 

count noun 

Nouns {count noun} can be enumerable. Count nouns can take indefinite articles and are plural. Bounded nouns, 

nouns about events, and telic nouns are similar to count nouns. 

 

mass noun 

Nouns {mass noun, syntax}| can be singular but about divisible objects. Mass nouns are similar to plural nouns. 

Unbounded nouns, nouns about processes, and atelic nouns are similar to mass nouns. 

 

numeral 

Numbers {numeral, noun}| can be cardinal, ordinal, iterative, multiplicative, or partitive. 

 

compound noun 

Nouns {compound noun} can combine two or more things, using connected nouns or more than one noun. 

 

collective noun 

Nouns {collective noun}, such as "orchestra", can be about sets of similar things. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Noun>Pronoun 

 

pronoun 

Nouns {antecedent, noun} {referent, noun} {pronoun}| can substitute for nouns. Pronouns agree with referents in 

number, person, and gender. Pronoun references should be to antecedents. Pronoun references should be unambiguous. 

Pronoun references should be definite. Pronoun references should be specific. 

 

person of noun 

Nouns can refer to speaker, hearer, others, or viewpoint {person, grammar}. All languages use person categories. 

Person is I, we, you, he, she, it, or they. Pronouns {exclusive personal pronoun} {inclusive personal pronoun} can 

delineate groupings. 
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demonstrative pronoun 

Pronouns {demonstrative pronoun} can point to referents: this, that, these, and those. 

 

indefinite pronoun 

Pronouns {indefinite pronoun} can be general: some, someone, somebody, something, any, anyone, anybody, 

anything, everyone, everybody, everything, other, another, either, neither, all, many, few, each, both, one, none, 

nobody, and nothing. 

 

intensive pronoun 

Pronouns {intensive pronoun} can be for emphasis: myself, ourselves, yourself, yourselves, himself, herself, itself, 

and themselves. 

 

interrogative pronoun 

Pronouns {interrogative pronoun} can be in questions: who, whose, what, whom, which, when, where, why, and 

how. 

 

obviative 

Pronoun forms {obviative} can refer to new third persons. 

 

personal pronoun 

Pronouns {personal pronoun} can substitute for people or things: I, me, my, mine, we, us, our, ours, you, your, 

yours, he, him, his, her, his, hers, it, its, they, them, their, and theirs. 

 

reflexive pronoun 

Pronouns {reflexive pronoun} can show action on themselves: myself, ourselves, yourself, yourselves, himself, 

herself, itself, and themselves. 

 

relative pronoun 

Pronouns can connect clauses to antecedents {relative pronoun}: that, which, who, whom, and whose. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb 

 

aspect of verb 

Verbs describe actions as completed, ongoing, or not completed {aspect}|. Aspect can be about action frequency, 

regularity, start, or type. Aspect relates to tense and mood. Aspect in Russian and Greek refers to completed or 

incomplete actions. Aspect in Greek can refer to short action length or future action. Not all languages use aspect. 

 

auxiliary verb 

Verbs {auxiliary verb} can convey tense and mood when used before perfect "have", progressive "be", or passive 

"be": can, could, may, might, must, shall, should, will, and would. 

 

copula 

Verbs {copula, grammar}| {linking verb} can link subject and complement: am, are, be, is, was, been. Verbs 

{substantive verb} can be "to be" and equivalents. Verb "to have" denotes possession. Verb "to be" denotes class 

member, having class, place, or time, or having existence. Verbs "to have" and "to be" carry only tense, mood, and 

aspect. Some languages do not use "to have" and/or "to be". 

 

familiar form in syntax 

Verbs can show kinship or familiarity {familiar form}. 

 

predicate 

Adjectives or verbs {predicate, grammar}| can state something about subjects or objects. Adjectives are about 

qualities and states. Verbs are about actions or states. Adverbs modify both adjectives and verbs. Simple predicates 

have one verb or verb phrase. 

 

reflexive verb 
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Verbs {reflexive verb} can have subject and object. 

 

verb sentence 

Finite verbs can be main sentence parts {verb sentence}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb>Infinitive 

 

infinitive 

Verbs {infinitive}| can be secondary verbs. Infinitives typically have no person or number. Some languages have 

personal infinitives, with person and number. 

 

split infinitive 

Infinitives {split infinitive} can have an adverb between "to" and verb. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb>Mode 

 

mode of verb 

Verbs have different activity types {mode, verb}|. 

 

transitive verb 

Verbs {transitive verb}| can describe actions involving subject and direct object. 

 

intransitive verb 

Verbs {intransitive verb}| can denote class by common noun, describe class by adjective, or equate classes. 

 

semi-transitive verb 

Verbs {semi-transitive verb} can have no passive but have direct objects. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb>Mood 

 

mood of verb 

Verbs are in statements, commands, wishes, questions, obligations, subjectives, exclamations, or possibilities 

{mood, verb}. Moods {conditional mood} can be for conditions. Not all languages use mood. Mood and tense relate. 

 

modal verb 

Verbs {modal verb} can directly show mood: may, can, will, shall, ought, must, and need. 

 

force in grammar 

Questions, exclamations, assertions, and other verbal phrases have different effects {force, grammar}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb>Person 

 

impersonal verb 

Verbs {impersonal verb} can use third person singular to denote action by unspecified agents. 

 

personal verb 

Verbs {personal verb} can be about I, us, you, he, she, it, or they. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb>Tense 

 

tense of verb 

Verbs describe actions in past, present, or future {tense, verb}|. Present, simple past, and future tense are main tenses 

{primary tense}. Tense {simple tense} can have no auxiliary. Not all languages use tense. Mood and tense relate. 

 

historical present 

Present tense {historical present} can stand in relation to past. 
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perfect tense 

Actions or states can result from past actions or states {perfect tense}. 

 

pluperfect 

Actions or states can be about past {pluperfect} {past perfect tense}. 

 

preterit 

Tense can express that action was in past {preterit}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Verb>Voice 

 

voice of verb 

Verbs can be active, passive, or middle {voice, verb}|. Some languages do not have passive voice or middle voice. 

Languages with no passive voice can use voice {inactive voice}. 

 

active voice 

Verbs can describe subject actions {active voice}|. 

 

middle voice 

Verbs can describe actions that affect subject but objects do not act {middle voice}. 

 

passive voice 

Verbs can describe object actions on subjects {passive voice}|. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Parsing 

 

parsing 

People can analyze words or sentences grammatically {parsing, grammar}|. 

 

sentence analysis 

Analyzing sentences {sentence analysis} involves substituting, expanding, removing ungrammatical productions, 

removing non-generative productions, and removing non-terminal symbols from end. Because sentences are complex, 

hearers can analyze same sentence in different ways. 

subject, verb, and object 

Each of the six possible sequences of subject, verb, and object appears in at least one human language. 

types 

String analysis can be bottom up or top down. Bottom-up analysis scans grammar rules to see if any apply to input 

string. Top-down analysis hypothesizes output sentences or phrase structures and tries to generate input string, trying 

grammar rules and backtracking if rule fails. 

 

sentence diagram 

Top-down parsers start with rules with variables and find places that match rules. Bottom-up parsers start with 

constants and make variables based on rules. Tree structures {parse tree, sentence} show how rules apply. Diagrams 

{sentence diagram, sentence} show sentence structures. Sentences can have different parse trees. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Syntax>Recursion 

 

recursive function grammar 

Because words, phrases, and sentences nest, grammar rules can use terms about themselves {recursion, grammar} 

{recursive function}|. In quantitative grammars, recursive functions {composition, grammar} can combine current 

function value f and second function value g to make new current function value f: f = f + g. Recursive functions 

{primitive recursion} can add one to current function value: f = f + 1. Recursive functions {minimalization} {multiple 

recursion} can modify current function value so it approaches a limit, typically using mu operator. Because quantitative 

grammars involve only integers, quantitative grammars can be algorithms. 
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iteration 

Similar events or operations can repeat {iteration}|. For verbs, Hungarian and Finnish languages, but not English, 

have an iterative marker to convey sense of repetition, which acts semantically like a plural marker. 

 

nested phrase 

In speech, ends of nested or interrupting phrases {nested phrase}| typically have no marks. 

 

standard form of grammar 

Grammars can have no loops {standard form}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Kinds 

 

categorical grammar 

Grammars {categorical grammar} can relate speech categories by how categories modify other categories. Verbs, 

including adjectives, modify nouns. Adverbs modify verbs. Adverbs modify adverbs. 

 

constituent grammar 

Sentence words have a hierarchy of possibly concatenated smaller groups {constituent grammar} {immediate 

constituent grammar}. 

parts of speech 

Constituent grammar uses subject and predicate as fundamental categories. Other grammatical categories derive 

from them. 

rules 

Rule sequences build word-group hierarchies. Sentence types have grammar rules, which speakers use for sentence 

generation, and which hearers use for sentence analysis. Sentence-type rules put high-level word groups in sequences. 

Sentence-type rules can have necessary parts, optional parts, and branching parts. Second-level grammar rules order 

words in word groups. Third-level grammar rules order words in subgroups, and so on. 

 

transformational grammar 

Grammars {transformational grammar} {generative grammar} can generate sentence patterns by mappings at levels. 

Language comprehension uses same levels and rules. 

structures 

Sentences have fundamental structure {deep structure} and structure {surface structure} mapped from deep 

structure. Deep structure relates grammatical units of simple, representative sentences, sometimes using semantic rules. 

Surface structure relates word categories, like constituent grammar does, and phonological rules affect it. Deep 

structure resolves ambiguities left open by surface structure. Predicate calculus is a transformational grammar. 

innate 

Perhaps, children learn language using innate brain function to decode syntax. 

 

universal grammar 

Super-rules can relate particular rules {universal grammar}. All children can learn all languages. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Kinds>Context 

 

Backus-Naur form grammar 

Unrestricted and context-free grammars {Backus-Naur form grammar} allow symbol replacement with symbols or 

letters. 

 

context-free grammar 

Previous input and output can have no affect on output {context-free grammar}. Only current state determines 

output. 

 

context-sensitive grammar 

Current state and previous input and output can determine output {context-sensitive grammar}. 

 

finite state machine 
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Input string and current state can determine output {finite state machine}. 

 

linear grammar 

Previous input can determine output, with no need to go backward or forward to find context or current state {linear 

grammar}. 

 

regular grammar 

Previous input about sentence and input string can determine output, with no need to go backward or forward to find 

context or current state {regular grammar}. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Kinds>Substitution 

 

contracting grammar 

Simpler strings can substitute for more-complex strings {contracting grammar}. Simpler strings cannot replace 

strings {non-contracting grammar}. 

 

normal-form grammar 

Grammars {normal-form grammar} can allow symbols to become two symbols, for example, replacing sentence 

symbols with noun and verb symbols. 

 

standard-form grammar 

Grammars {standard-form grammar} can allow symbols to become one or two strings, for example, replacing 

speech-part symbols with letter strings. 

 

well-formed grammar 

Grammars {well-formed grammar} can allow simple to complex substitutions. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Kinds>Quantitative 

 

quantitative grammar 

Grammar rules can be strings and functions, which take input strings and make output strings {quantitative 

grammar}. Strings can have unique integers, using Gödel numbering. String sets {enumerable set} can have unique 

integers. Quantitative grammars involve enumerable sets of input sentences, output sentences, and grammar rules. 

Recursive functions, algorithms, Turing machines, and Post axiomatic systems are mathematically equivalent ways to 

model quantitative grammars. 

 

Post system 

Because quantitative grammars involve only integers, quantitative grammars {Post system} can be axiomatic 

systems, with axioms about strings and inference/grammar rules about speech parts. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>Grammar>Kinds>Quantitative>Formal 

 

formal grammar 

Grammars {formal grammar} can be quantitative. 

 

Chomsky hierarchy 

Language processing and computer coding rely on grammar, which specifies sentence-structure rules. Parsing finds 

syntactical structure. Generating uses rules to create valid sentences. Syntax can have typical sentence structures 

{regular syntax}, for which words can substitute and which can be recursive {productive syntax}. 

grammars 

Noam Chomsky defined four generative-grammar classes, with different complexities {Chomsky hierarchy}. Type 

0, with highest complexity, is General Grammars, such as Turing Machines. Type 0 grammars can be context-free, 

unrestricted, contracting, and freely substituting. Turing machines read input and write output anywhere on tape. Type 

1 is Context-Sensitive Grammars, such as Linear Bounded Automata. Type 1 grammars can be context-sensitive, 

unrestricted, and non-contracting. Pushdown machines with finite tape read input and store output, after going 

backward and forward on tape until they find input string context that tells them what to do next. Type 2 is Context-
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Free Grammars, such as Pushdown Automata. Type 2 grammars can be context-free, unrestricted, and non-contracting. 

Pushdown machines read input and store output based solely on current state, without going backward or forward on 

tape. Type 3, with lowest complexity, is Regular Grammars, such as Finite State Automata. Type 3 grammars can be 

context-free or context-sensitive, regular, linear, and non-contracting. Finite-state machines read input tape, with no 

storage, until they find input string that tells them what to do next. 

computer language 

Computer languages must be deterministic, so parsing look-ahead is finite. Parsing non-deterministic languages 

requires trying all rules and/or guessing. Most unambiguous and ambiguous recursive transition networks are non-

deterministic and cannot map to deterministic recursive transition networks. Non-deterministic finite state automata can 

map to deterministic finite state automata. 

generative grammar 

Grammars can have variables, which can have actions and include start symbols. Grammars can have constants, 

which can have no actions. Grammatical symbols are either variables or constants. Grammars can have rules of going 

from existing variable series to new variable/constant series. Generative grammars use finite sets of variables, 

constants, and rules. 

relation 

Grammar relations involve persons or things {direct object} and time. Relations can be states or events. States are 

know, believe, or have. States have experiencing subjects. Events involve agents {subject, relation}, instruments 

"with", beneficiaries "for", and places "on, in, at, above, below", moving, and communicating. States and events 

determine subject phrases. Events determine verb phrases. To communicate, write, or speak involves recipient "with or 

to", language "in", and/or topic "on or about". To move or walk involves source "from" and destination "to". 

 

General Grammar 

In type 0 {General Grammar}, rules start with variables and productions can be unbounded and context-sensitive. 

General Grammars are recursively enumerable. General Grammars are equivalent to Turing Machines. 

 

Context Sensitive Grammar 

In type 1 {Context Sensitive Grammars}, rules start with variables, and productions are the same length or longer. 

Rules depend on nearby symbols. Context-sensitive grammars are equivalent to Linear Bounded Automata {non-

deterministic Turing Machine}, which have left and right end markers that have no replacements and so bound strings. 

Context-sensitive grammars are recursive. Context-sensitive grammar-recognition algorithms are Pspace-complete and 

so can never complete. Context-free grammars plus symbol tables can model context-sensitive grammars. 

 

Context-free Grammar of Chomsky 

In type 2 {Context-free Grammar}, rules start with variables and produce variable-and-constant series. Variables are 

start symbols for grammar subsets. Context-free grammars can accommodate parentheses. Rules do not depend on 

nearby symbols. Context-free grammars are equivalent to Recursive Transition Networks, which can refer to other 

transition networks. 

parsing 

Top-down parsers start with rules with variables and find places that match rules. Bottom-up parsers start with 

constants and make variables based on rules. Tree structures {parse tree, grammar} show how rules apply. Diagrams 

{sentence diagram, grammar} show sentence structure. Sentences can have more than one parse tree. 

ambiguity 

No universal algorithm can determine if context-free grammars are unambiguous or ambiguous or make ambiguous 

ones unambiguous. 

number 

Languages can have more than one context-free grammar. 

normal form 

Context-free grammars can have special forms {normal form, grammar}. Normal forms {Chomsky normal form} 

can have rules that make one variable into two variables or one constant, with no empty strings. Normal forms 

{Griebach normal form} can have rules that make one variable into two constants or one empty string. 

 

Regular Grammar of Chomsky 

In type 3 {Regular Grammar}, rules start with variables and produces constant-and-variable series {right linear 

grammar}, or variable-and-constant series {left linear grammar}. There is only one variable and it is on right or left. All 

other symbols are constants. Simple transition networks are equivalent to regular grammars. Finite state automata 
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(FSA) model regular grammars, because they have start state, finite number of states, set of rules from one constant to 

another constant, and finite set of terminal states. Regular Grammars use regular expressions: empty strings, variables, 

or repeated regular-expression strings. 

 

SOCI>Linguistics>History>Grammar 

 

Panini 

linguist 

Gandhara (Kandahar), India 

-490 to -470 

Eight Chapters [-490 to -470: 4000 sutras or grammar rules] 

He lived -520 to -460 and wrote Sanskrit grammar that had phonetic system and word analysis. 

 

Stoic linguists 

linguist 

Greece/Italy 

-300 to -100 

Stoic linguists studied logic, rhetoric, etymology, language origins, and relations among nouns, verbs, and articles. 

 

Patanjali 

linguist/philosopher 

Tamil, India 

-200 to 200 

Great Commentary [-200 to 200: about Panini's grammar]; Discourses on Yoga [-200 to 200: about Raja Yoga or 

Ashtanga Yoga, including Kaivalya Pada as fourth book] 

He wrote about Patanjali Yoga or Raja Yoga or Ashtanga Yoga, one of the Six Schools, Shad-Darsananas, or 

Classical Systems of Philosophy. Raja Yoga is meditation. Hiranyagarbha started Raja Yoga. 

Bhakti Yoga is devotions, prayers, rituals, and worship. Jnana Yoga is using reason to become free of seeing 

differences. Karma Yoga is service to others. 

 

Katyayana or Varttika-kara or Vararuchi or Vararuci 

mathematician/grammarian/Vedic priest 

India 

-170 to -150 

Discourses on Altar Construction [-170: about geometry and altar construction]; Critical Gloss [-170 to -150: about 

Panini's grammar] 

He lived -200 to -140. He was in Aindra grammarian school and lived in northwest India. 

 

Dionysius Thrax [Thrax, Dionysius] 

linguist 

Thrace, Greece/Alexandria, Egypt 

-120 

Art of Grammar [-120] 

He lived -170 to -90, was Stoic, and wrote comprehensive grammar. 

 

Marcus Terentius Varro [Varro, Marcus Terentius] or Varro Reatinus 

linguist 

Rome, Italy 

-50 

On the Latin Language [-50: 25 books]; Agricultural Topics [-50: 3 books] 

He lived -116 to -27. 

 

Apollonius Dyscolus [Dyscolus, Apollonius] 

linguist 

Greece 

150 to 200 
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Syntax [150 to 200] 

He lived 100 to 200 and wrote about Greek syntax, starting systematic grammar study. 

 

Aelius Donatus [Donatus, Aelius] 

linguist 

Rome, Italy 

353 to 354 

Major Arts [353 to 354]; Minor Arts [353 to 354: about the eight speech parts] 

He taught St. Jerome. 

 

Priscian or Priscianus Caesariensis 

linguist/teacher 

Constantinople 

500 

Foundations of Grammar [500: 18 books about Latin grammar] 

He was Greek and from Caesarea (Cherchell, Algeria). 

 

Sibuyeh or Sibawayh 

linguist 

Shiraz, Persia 

790 

Doctrine [790: Arabic grammar] 

He lived 760 to 793. 

 

Sanskrit grammar 

linguistic school 

India 

800 

Twelve schools of grammatical theory developed, using phonetic systems and word analysis. 

 

Abu Rayhan al-Biruni [al-Biruni, Abu Rayhan] or Abu Reyhan al-Biruni [al-Biruni, Abu Reyhan] or Biruni 

geographer/astronomer/scientist/linguist/mathematician 

Ghazni 

995 to 1040 

Definition [995 to 997]; Chronology of Ancient Nations [1000]; Shadows [1021]; Book of India [1030 to 1040]; 

Masudic Canon [1000 to 1040: astronomy and trigonometry]; Book of Pharmacy or Book of Medicinals [1000 to 1040: 

Arab and Indian medicine]; Book of Precious Stones [1000 to 1040: minerals]; Elements of Astrology [1000 to 1040: 

mathematics and astronomy] 

He lived 973 to 1048, wrote grammar, and calculated latitude and longitude. He measured land in three dimensions 

{geodesy} {geodetics}. 

 

Claude Lancelot [Lancelot, Claude]/Antoine Arnauld [Arnauld, Antoine] 

linguist 

Paris, France 

1660 

Port Royal Grammar [1660: all languages have similar structure] 

Lancelot lived 1616 to 1695. Arnauld lived 1612 to 1694. 

 

Wilhelm von Humboldt [Humboldt, Wilhelm von] 

linguist 

Germany 

1791 to 1828 

Limits of State Action [1791]; Researches into the Early Inhabitants of Spain by the Help of the Basque Language 

[1821]; On the Dual [1828]; Heterogeneity of Language and its Influence on the Intellectual Development of Mankind 

[1828] 
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He lived 1767 to 1835, wrote about ethics, and studied language types. The three structural-language types differ in 

morphology and syntax. Sanskrit is syntactically more complex than modern languages. 

Politics 

States should ensure property and lives. 

 

Junggrammatiker or Neogrammarians 

linguistics school 

Leipzig, Germany 

1870 to 1880 

All sound changes follow rules, so certain phonetic laws are absolute. It included Karl Verner, Berthold Delbrück, 

August Leskien, Hermann Paul, Hermann Osthoff, Karl Brugmann, Eduard Sievers, and Wilhelm Braune. 

 

George O. Curme [Curme, George O.] 

linguist 

USA 

1905 to 1935 

Grammar of the German Language [1905 and 1922]; College English Grammar [1925]; Grammar of the English 

Language III: Syntax [1931]; Grammar of the English Language II: Parts of Speech and Accidence [1935] 

He lived 1860 to 1948 and wrote about syntax. 

 

Otto Jesperson [Jesperson, Otto] 

linguist 

Denmark 

1922 

Language [1922] 

He lived 1860 to 1943 and developed categorical grammar. Specific factors, such as maximum vocal-tract-

constriction location, determine speech-sound articulation. Constriction completely closes for consonants like /p/. Nasal 

passage opens for consonants like /m/. Voicing onset time is immediate for /b/ but delayed for /p/. 

 

John Rupert Firth [Firth, John Rupert] 

linguist 

England 

1930 to 1937 

Speech [1930]; Tongues of Men [1937] 

He lived 1890 to 1960 and developed prosodic analysis. 

 

Leonard Bloomfield [Bloomfield, Leonard] 

linguist 

USA 

1933 to 1935 

Language [1933]; Stressed Vowels of American English [1935] 

He lived 1887 to 1949 and was main developer of immediate constituent grammar and constituent structure. 

 

Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz [Ajdukiewicz, Kazimierz] 

linguist/philosopher 

Poland 

1935 to 1940 

Syntactic Connexion [1935]; Empirical Basis of Knowledge [1940] 

He lived 1890 to 1963, helped develop immediate constituent grammar, and was analytic philosopher. The same data 

can have more than one closed and coherent independent description {conventionalism} {radical conventionalism}, 

from which people can choose based on simplicity, aesthetics, usefulness, ease, or evidence. Two basic syntax 

categories are sentences and singular terms, which can combine. 

 

Louis Hjelmslev [Hjelmslev, Louis] 

linguist 

Denmark 
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1943 

Prolegomena to a Theory of Language or Introduction to a Theory of Language [1943] 

He lived 1899 to 1965 and developed categorical grammar. 

 

Charles Francis Hockett [Hockett, Charles Francis] 

linguist 

USA 

1944 to 1958 

Spoken Chinese [1944: with Chaoying Fang]; Course In Modern Linguistics [1958] 

He lived 1916 to 2001, was Bloomfield's student, and worked on transformational grammar. 

 

Rulon Wells [Wells, Rulon] 

linguist 

USA 

1947 

Immediate Constituents [1947] 

He lived 1919 to ?. 

 

Charles C. Fries [Fries, Charles C.] 

linguist 

USA 

1949 to 1952 

Coexistent phonemic systems [1949: with Kenneth L Pike]; Structure of English [1952] 

He lived 1887 to 1967 and studied grammar. 

 

Yehoshua Bar-Hillel [Bar-Hillel, Yehoshua] 

linguist 

USA 

1950 to 1971 

On syntactic categories [1950]; Quasi Arithmetical Notation for Syntactic Description [1953]; Pragmatics of Natural 

Languages [1971: editor] 

He lived 1915 to 1975 and helped develop immediate constituent grammar. 

 

Zellig S. Harris [Harris, Zellig S.] 

linguist 

Russia/USA 

1951 

Methods in Structural Linguistics [1951] 

He lived 1909 to 1992 and developed transformational grammar. 

 

Sebastian Konstantinovich Shaumyan [Shaumyan, Sebastian Konstantinovich] 

linguist 

USA 

1951 to 1965 

Structural Linguistics [1951 to 1965] 

He lived 1916 to 2006 and helped develop transformational grammar {applicative-generative grammar}. 

 

Morris Halle [Halle, Morris] 

linguist 

Latvia/USA 

1952 

Preliminaries to Speech Analysis [1952: with Roman Jakobson and Gunnar Fant]; On accent and juncture in English 

[1956: with Noam Chomsky and Fred Lukoff]; Sound Pattern of English [1968: with Chomsky] 

He lived 1923 to ?, was member of Prague School, and studied phoneme distinctive features. 

 

Roman Jakobson [Jakobson, Roman] 
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linguist 

Russia/USA 

1952 

Preliminaries to Speech Analysis [1952: with Morris Halle and Gunnar Fant] 

He lived 1896 to 1982, was member of Prague School, and studied phoneme distinctive features. 

 

Noam Chomsky [Chomsky, Noam] 

linguist 

USA 

1957 to 2000 

Syntactic Structures [1957]; Review of B. F. Skinner's Verbal Behavior [1959]; Aspects of a Theory of Syntax 

[1965]; Language and Mind [1972]; Reflections on Language [1975]; Rules and Representations [1980]; Knowledge of 

Language [1986]; Language and the Problems of Knowledge [1988]; New Horizons in the Study of Language and 

Mind [2000] 

He lived 1928 to ?, studied unconscious and innate language structures, and developed transformational grammar to 

explain how brain makes language structures. Newborn brain has innate linguistic rules {universal grammar, 

Chomsky}. Learning a particular language, which has words, sets limited-range linguistic parameters. Expressed 

language {E-language} depends on internal language {I-language}. Grammars assign structures {logical form} to 

sentences. Grammars can generate just language sentences {observationally adequate grammar}, give some structure to 

all sentences {descriptively adequate grammar}, or give structure used by speakers to all sentences {explanatorily 

adequate grammar}. 

 

Joachim Lambek [Lambek, Joachim] 

linguist 

USA 

1958 to 1988 

Mathematics of Sentence Structure [1958]; Categorial and categorical grammars [1988] 

He lived 1922 to ? and helped develop immediate constituent grammar. 

 

Eric Partridge [Partridge, Eric] 

linguist 

New Zealand/England 

1965 

Usage and Abusage [1965] 

He lived 1894 to 1979. 

 

Jerry A. Fodor [Fodor, Jerry A.] 

linguist 

USA 

1975 to 2000 

Language of Thought [1975]; RePresentations [1981]; Modularity of Mind [1983]; Psychosemantics [1987]; Theory 

of Content and Other Essays [1990]; Holism: A Shopper's Guide [1992: with Ernest Lepore]; ELM and the Expert: 

Mentalese and its Semantics [1994]; Concepts [1998]; In Critical Condition [2000]; Mind Doesn't Work That Way 

[2000] 

He lived 1935 to ?. Putnam and Chomsky influenced him. He developed projection rules to try to formalize 

semantics and model semantic relations by syntax {proof theory, Fodor}. Brains think using symbol system with syntax 

and semantics {language of thought, Fodor} {mentalese, Fodor}. 

However, mental language must also have meaning and syntax. If mental language is meaningful, then regular 

language is meaningful, so why have mental language. 

 

David E. Johnson [Johnson, David E.] 

linguist 

USA 

1980 

Arc Pair Grammar [1980: with Paul M. Postal] 

He lived 1946 to ? and studied grammar. 
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Derek Bickerton [Bickerton, Derek] 

linguist 

USA 

1981 to 1995 

Roots of Language [1981]; Language and Species [1990]; Language and Human Behavior [1995] 

Animal calls and signs are structural wholes and have no component parts. Hawaiian immigrants spoke pidgin, and 

their children spoke creole. Creoles all over world are mostly similar to each other, possibly indicating universal 

grammar, which has same default settings for creole and young children. 

 


